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Decades of research on the physical processes and chemical reaction-pathways in photosynthetic enzymes have resulted in an extensive
database of kinetic information. Recently, this database has been augmented by a variety of high and medium resolution crystal structures of key
photosynthetic enzymes that now include the two photosystems (PSI and PSII) of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms. Here, we examine the
currently available structural and functional information from an engineer's point of view with the long-term goal of reproducing the key features
of natural photosystems in de novo designed and custom-built molecular solar energy conversion devices. We find that the basic physics of the
transfer processes, namely, the time constraints imposed by the rates of incoming photon flux and the various decay processes allow for a large
degree of tolerance in the engineering parameters. Moreover, we find that the requirements to guarantee energy and electron transfer rates that
yield high efficiency in natural photosystems are largely met by control of distance between chromophores and redox cofactors. Thus, for
projected de novo designed constructions, the control of spatial organization of cofactor molecules within a dense array is initially given priority.
Nevertheless, constructions accommodating dense arrays of different cofactors, some well within 1 nm from each other, still presents a significant
challenge for protein design.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords: Chlorophyll; Electron tunneling; Förster resonance energy transfer; Reaction center; Redox chain1. Introduction
The initial steps of photosynthesis, light energy transfer and
charge separation, are probably the best-characterized biolog-
ical energy conversion processes. This is the result of extensive
research, particularly in the past 50 years, which has capitalized
on timely major theoretical, experimental and technological
breakthroughs [1,2]. Experimentally, photosynthetic enzymes
enjoy the unique property of permitting the initiation of truly
single-turnover catalytic cycles with short light flashes at
temperatures from 1 K to above 300 K, as well as providing
distinct fluorescence and absorbance spectroscopic markers for
probing catalytic intermediates. Therefore, studies of physical
processes and chemical reaction-pathways in these enzymes⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 215 898 5668; fax: +1 215 573 2235.
E-mail address: dutton@mail.med.upenn.edu (P.L. Dutton).
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doi:10.1016/j.bbabio.2005.11.010have benefited from advances in optical spectroscopy and
pulsed flash and laser technology.
Already in the 1930s, primitive photography flash lamp
technology led to the formulation of the photosynthetic unit
(PSU) concept through the pioneering experiments of Emerson
and Arnold [3,4] and their explanation by Gaffron andWohl [5].
Later, seminal work by Duysens in the 1950s developed
difference spectrophotometry to show that bacterial PSUs
consist of about 200 “antenna” or light-harvesting (LH)
bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) and one “reaction center” (RC)
or trapping pigment [6]. He suggested that excitation energy
rapidly migrates via the Förster resonance energy transfer
mechanism from the LH pigment into the RC where the
photochemical steps are initiated. Following early work on
light-activated events in photosynthetic organisms at cryogenic
temperatures [7,8], early laser technology led DeVault and
Chance to discover biological electron tunneling in 1966 [9],
which prompted substantial theoretical efforts and ever-faster
spectroscopic techniques. The determination of a bacterial RC
structure at near atomic-resolution by Deisenhoffer, Michel and
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the first membrane protein structure ever determined [10]. This
was followed by an exponential burst of high-resolution crystal
structures of transmembranal proteins including LH [11–15],
RC [16–22] and redox affiliated proteins from a variety of
photosynthetic organisms [23–26]. At the same time, genetic
and other biochemical methods were developed to provide
means for local and specific protein structure alterations [27–
31] and cofactors exchange [32–37], whereas lower resolution
structural techniques such as electron cryo-microscopy [38–44]
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [45–49] provide addi-
tional valuable information about the higher order organization
of protein complexes within the photosynthetic membrane.
The current combination of laser technology that probes several
femtosecond photoexcitation processes both in bulk solution and
in single molecules with high resolution structural information of
native and modified photosystems, and state of the art theoretical
methods and thermodynamic analysis provide a well-established
framework for describing biological electron transfer processes
[50]. This wealth of physical, chemical and functional information
derived from over 70 years of research and newly emerging
structures, as well as growing public interest in renewable energy
sources and alternatives to fossil fuels, encourage many to turn to
photosynthetic proteins as inspiration for effective and reliable
solar energy conversion systems.
Here, we review the current knowledge of photosynthetic
electron and energy transfer processes from an engineer's
perspective. We have endeavored to delineate the underlying
chemical and physical principles of energy and electron transfer
processes in PSUs and their translation into useful engineering and
construction guidelines for designing custom solar energy
conversion systems. In this regard, we follow our recent survey
of electron transfer principles in natural proteins of photosynthesis
and respiration [51]. The same simple arguments relating
relaxation times, energy, and the dominance of distance are used
here as engineering guidelines for designing competent LH and
RC systems, and coupling them into an efficient PSU. More
specifically, we ask what are the engineering principles that are
essential for PSU operation at near unit quantum yield, what
governs the selected engineering efficiency, what is the energetic
tolerance against the onset of failure, and how do the engineering
principles challenge the construction and assembly of PSUs?
2. Overview of length scales in photosynthetic
light-harvesting and electron transfer
Fig. 1 describes typical relays of membrane proteins in
photosynthetic bacteria, plants and algae in which light energy is
captured by a network of LH proteins and transferred to an RC
protein that catalyzes electron tunneling-mediated charge separa-
tion and generates transmembranal electric potential. Redox
connection of the RCwith neighboringmembrane oxidoreductases
such as cytochrome bc1 or b6f is then mediated through molecular
diffusion of substrates and products, principally quinones within
the membrane, and cytochrome c or plastocyanin peripheral to the
membrane. Cytochrome bc1/b6f, like the RC, promotes transmem-
branal charge separation and contributes to the build up of anelectrochemical potential gradient of protons. This electrochemical
potential gradient ultimately provides the driving force for the
majority of biochemical reactions in the cell, including the dark
reactions of photosynthesis.
Although photosynthetic proteins are large and complex, it
appears that the engineering that has been favored by blind
natural selection is comparatively simple and resilient, and
does not require an atom-by-atom examination to appreciate
its functional design. Instead, we can begin by considering
how nature has exploited the fundamental physical processes
that are involved in the energy conversion relay. Each of these
processes exhibits distinctive rates, which impose time
constraints on the integrated design. Engineering guidelines
for effective LH and RC proteins can therefore be derived
from the length and energy scales that are associated with
these processes (Fig. 2).
The first length scale (Fig. 2A) is associated with the rate of
photon absorption. Einstein's theory of light absorption sets an
upper boundary for the absorption cross section, σ′, of∼10 Å2 for
a single UV-Visible absorption band of small organic molecules
[52]. The cross section will depend on the photon energy, E.
Typically σ′(E)≈0.1–2 Å2 for the strongest absorption bands of
photosynthetic pigments. The rate of photon absorption will also
depend on the flux of photons in the spectrum of the solar
irradiance, ϕ(E). However, out of all the photons absorbed, the
“useful” photons are limited to those above an energetic threshold,
Emin, set according to the driving force of the charge separation
reaction. The effect of this energy scale is to constrain the power
output for any solar energy conversion device: the higher the Emin
the slower the rate of the total absorption. The absorption rate of
these “useful” photons is given by
Kabs ¼
Z l
Emin
/ðEÞr VðEÞdE: ð1aÞ
Another useful way to look at the absorption rate of useful
photons is to consider the effective total cross section for useful
photons, σE(Emin), given by
rE Eminð Þ ¼
Rl
Emin
/ðEÞr VðEÞdERl
0 /ðEÞdE
; ð1bÞ
then,
Kabs ¼ rEðEminÞ
Z l
0
/ðEÞdE ¼ rEðEminÞ/total; ð1cÞ
where ϕtotal is the total flux of incident solar photons. Obviously,
ϕtotal changes according to environmental conditions (time of day,
season, geographic location). A useful estimate is ϕtotal=4×10
21
photons s−1 m−2 obtained by interating the standard reference solar
spectral irradiance at Air Mass 1.5 (ASTM G-173-03) [53]. For
consistency with the other length scales, we define a length
parameter, r, such that σE=r2 hence,
Kabsc40r
EðEminÞ ¼ 40r2; ð1dÞ
where r is in units of Å. Typically, r for a single Chl molecule is
∼0.3 Å and the maximal photon absorption rate for a single
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of cofactors in light harvesting, reaction center, and bc1 proteins of photosynthetic organisms. First row: purple bacterial membrane;
second row: plant membranes with photosystem I (PSI), photosystem II (PSII) and b6f analogous to bc1 complex; light-energy excitation or energy transfer (orange
arrows) between (bacterio)chlorophylls (diamonds) leads eventually to charge separation in reaction centers (gray boxes) and electron tunneling (blue arrows) from center
to center in a chain across the membrane (gray, low dielectric region) to create a transmembranal electric field. Proton binding and release (red arrows) occurs at chains
terminating in quinones (hexagons), generating a transmembranal proton gradient. In addition, reduced quinone and oxidized cytochrome c or plastocyanin diffuse (green
arrows) to connect membrane complexes. 
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conditions. Hence, a PSU comprising 30–300 molecules is
mandatory if typical biological catalysis rates of 102–104 s−1
(grey band in Fig. 2) are to be achieved. Notably, from our
engineer's perspective, the choice of Emin is arbitrary as long as
Emin provides enough free energy to drive the photochemical
reaction. It is possible to trade low potentials by high current
without compromising the available power [54].
Electron transfer (ET) defines the second length scale (Fig.
2B) which is associated with electron tunneling. Tunneling
parameters are reasonably well estimated by the simple
empirical expression
log Ket ¼
15 0:6r  3:1ðDGþ kÞ
2
k
;DGb0
15 0:6r  3:1ðDGþ kÞ
2
k
 DG=RTð Þlog e;DGN0
8><
>:
ð2Þ
where Ket is in units of s
−1, r is the edge-to-edge distance
between redox cofactors in Å, and ΔG and λ are the reaction
free energy and reorganization energy, respectively in units of
eV. The free energy dependence of the electron-tunneling rate
gives rise to an associated energy scale, whereby for any
characteristic time and free energy, there is a maximum distance
over which tunneling can extend [50,55,56]. This is true forboth the traditional exergonic (ΔGb0) electron transfers, as
well as the endergonic (ΔGN0) or uphill electron transfers [55].
ET through a series of redox cofactors, which may include
energetically unfavorable ET steps, can take place within a
given time as long as the uphill electron transfer is followed
eventually by a favorable downhill electron transfer. Indeed,
endergonic electron transfers through intermediates hundreds of
meVuphill can take place faster than typical enzymatic turnover
times provided the redox centers are closer than 14 Å (edge to
edge). The shorter the distance, the more energetically
unfavorable the electron transfer intermediate can be.
The third length scale (Fig. 2B, left) is associated with
excitation energy transfer (EET), which occurs primarily via
Coulomb (dipole–dipole) interactions between donor and
acceptor chromophores that decays with a 1/r6 dependence on
distance [58,59]. The process can be described, to a first order
approximation, by Förster's equation,
Keet ¼ kf ror
 6
ð3Þ
where kf is the radiative rate constants of the donor, and ro is a
critical radius at which energy transfer is 50% efficient. Here,
donor and acceptor are viewed as point dipoles and r is the
distance between them. The critical Förster radius, ro, depends
on energetic parameters such as the overlap between donor and
acceptor, and the relative orientation of their transition dipoles.
Fig. 2. Fundamental processes in photosynthesis display characteristic rate/distance/energy dependencies that dictate the basic design of the LH and ETcomplexes. (A)
The rate of light absorption depends on the flux and spectral distribution of photons (estimated by the reference solar spectral irradiance at Air Mass 1.5 [53]), the
integrated absorption cross-section (σE) and the excitation energy (ΔE) according to Eq. (1). Left and right graphs represent length and energy scales for photon
absorption rate, respectively. The length parameter, r is defined by σE= r2. The energy parameter is the excitation energy of the primary electron donor, which
corresponds to the integration limit, Emin, in Eq. (1) and sets a cutoff value for useful photons. The dashed black line on the right panel indicates the photon absorption
rate of Chl a in diethyl ether and the vertical dashed black line on the left marks the respective r for Eminb1.8 eV. (B) Left graph represents length scales for light energy
transfer (blue), electron tunneling (red) and proton tunneling (black), and diffusion (green). Fluorescence decay times (purple), enzymatic turnover times (gray) and
membrane potential decay (orange) represent basic engineering time constraints. Fluorescence heralds the end of the energy transfer time domain. Right graph
represents the energy scale of electron tunneling whereby the energy parameter is the free energy of redox reaction that reaches a maximum when the exergonic energy
release matches the reorganization energy (λ) for the electron transfer, here illustrated for a typical value of 0.7 eV. The gray band spans the range of catalytic rates
(Kcat) of the large majority of enzymes. The lower orange band is typical trans-membranal ion leakage rates that collapse the gradients of potential (Δψ) and pH (ΔpH),
and other electrochemical gradients [57]; such a slow decay rate does not present a threat to normal physiological function.
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[58].
The point dipole approximation becomes less reliable as
distances between chromophores become shorter than 10 Å as isoften the case for the densely packed pigment arrays of LH
proteins. Therefore, other expressions must be sought to
describe energy transfer between strongly coupled individual
chromophores and for delocalized excitation. Recently
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development of more elaborate computational methods, which
have provided much deeper insights into the mechanisms of
energy migration and trapping in LH proteins [60–62]. In
contrast to earlier views, it is now recognized that excitation
energy “funneling” from higher to lower energy sites of
excitonically coupled pairs is not required for efficient energy
transfer under conditions of strong coupling and long-range
delocalization [63–65]. In fact, under these conditions thermal
disorder promotes energy transfer because it allows better
spectral overlap between chromophores with different energies.
3. Engineering insights from natural photosystem design
3.1. Light absorption
Regardless of specific architecture, any solar energy
conversion system must maintain sufficient photon throughput
to keep up with the rates of subsequent transfer processes. The
global limitations of incoming photon flux through onemolecule
(Fig. 2A) may be compensated for by approximately 100
pigment molecules to provide an absorption cross section that is
large enough to maintain a single elementary transfer process
(e.g. one electron or proton transfer) at a typical enzymatic rate
of 103 s−1. As shown in Table 1, photosynthetic enzymes may
comprise pigments almost up to 40% of their total mass. The
types of pigment and their proportions in the mixture are
predominantly determined by the prevailing light wavelengths at
the organism's habitat.
Lifetime and distance considerations impose important
constraints on the pigment packing architecture. Solutions of
chlorophylls (Chls) in fluid solvents, monolayers, lipid bilayers
and even rigid polymer matrices exhibit significant reduction in
excited state lifetimes and fluorescence yield that is proportional
to the pigment concentration. This concentration-quenching
phenomenon is pronounced even at much lower concentrations
than those typical of pigments in photosynthetic membranes.
Beddard and Porter [66] suggested that quenching is caused by
Förster-type energy transfer to pairs of Chls closer than a critical
distance of 10 Å. Such Chl dimers provide many non-radiative
channels for dissipating excitation energy thus becoming non-
fluorescent traps [67]. Beddard [68] analyzed the distribution of
near-neighbor distances in LH proteins and demonstrated that
the protein prevents self-quenching of (B)Chl dimers by
keeping them farther apart than the critical distance. The
analysis is repeated here for more recently available proteinTable 1
Weight percentage of chlorophylls (Chls), bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) and caroten
LH2 (1NKZ) FMO (1M50) PCP (1PPR)
Protein 72% 86% 83%
(B)Chls 19% 14% 4%
Carotenes 10% 0% 13%
Total Pigment 28% 14% 17%
Abbreviations: LH2—peripheral LH complex 2 of purple bacteria, FMO—Fenn
photosystem I, PSII—plant photosystem II, LH1-RC—purple bacterial RC and core
a Unresolved in the crystal structure.structures (Fig. 3). Clearly, the peaks of the Gaussian fit to the
distributions of first plus second nearest neighbor distances are
all around 10 Å center to center, which is consistent with the
proposed self-quenching constraint.
The specific mechanisms by which (B)Chl dimers and higher
aggregates quench fluorescence have not yet been clarified,
although it is clear that at shorter distances it is more likely to
find non-radiative decay pathways to the ground state at most
pigment orientations. Nonetheless, self-quenching may be
avoided at a few unique relative orientations even at shorter
distances. This is the case in the chlorosomes of green
photosynthetic bacteria in which thousands of BChl c pigments
comprising over 99% of the total weight of the chlorosome, self-
assemble with their transition dipoles in head to tail arrangement
[69–72]. This unique arrangement is highly fluorescent and
results in strong exciton coupling between the pigments and
increase the effective oscillator strength about 10-fold compared
to the monomers [70–72].
3.2. Excitation energy transfer
Efficient light activated charge separation systems such as the
RC are not necessarily efficient light absorbers. Natural solar
energy conversion systems separate LH and RC components,
which allows for engineering and optimizing components
separately and largely independently, but requires efficient
coupling between the functional elements. Yet, before we
describe the details of energy transfer in PSUs, it is important to
note that their naturally selected architecture comprising
separate LH and RC components which has been conserved
throughout evolution, is not the only feasible architecture for
solar energy conversion under limiting light conditions. Many
non-natural photovoltaic cells operate at conversion yields that
are comparable or even surpass natural photosynthetic systems
but rely on direct absorption of excitation energy by densely
packed electron transfer modules [73,74]. Thus, it is possible to
design systems in which every light absorber is directly
associated with charge separating centers, although this incurs
the synthetic cost of building many extra charge separating
components. Energy transfer considerations are, of course,
irrelevant for these designs.
While natural PSU design critically depends on fast transfer
of excitation energy within and from the light absorption unit,
and on efficient trapping by the charge transfer unit, the
constraints imposed by the fundamental physics of energy
transfer are very permissive. With a typical (B)Chl fluorescenceoids
PSI (1JB0) PSII (1S5L) LH1–RC (1PYH) LHCII (1RWT)
73% 89% 86% 62%
22% 10% 14% 30%
3% 1% 0%a 8%
25% 11% 14% 38%
a Mathews Olson protein, PCP—peridine Chl protein, PSI—cyanobacterial
LH complex, LHCII—plant peripheral LH complex II.
Fig. 3. Nearest and second nearest neighbor distances (grey bars) in purple bacterial LH1–RC complex (PDB: 1PYH) (A), plant photosystem II (PDB: 1S5L) (B),
cyanobacterial photosystem I (PDB: 1JB0) (C), and plant PSI–LHCI complex (PDB: 1QZV) (D). Distances aremeasured between centralMg atoms of each (B)Chl. The
centers of the Gaussian curves fitted to each distribution (solid line) are 8.59±0.04, 10.2±0.2, 9.74±0.09, and 9.82±0.05Å, respectively, and the widths are 1.89±0.06,
3.1±0.3, 2.5±0.1 and 2.38±0.07 Å, respectively.
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energy is transferred efficiently over distances of several
nanometers by the Förster mechanism (Fig. 2B, left), whereas
light-absorption constraints typically limit nearest neighbor
distances (r) to more than 10 Å (Fig. 3). This large ratio between
Förster radius and absorption limited chromophore distances
(ro/r) implies that EET steps are generally not limited to nearest
neighbors, which enhances connectivity between the LH
pigments and provides multiple pathways for the excitation
energy to rapidly reach the RC.
Fig. 4 reveals the high interconnectivity between LH (B)Chls
in the distribution of pigment–pigment distances of the
currently available photosystem structures. Clearly, the distri-
bution of inter (B)Chl distances is not uniform, avoiding
distances of less than 10 Å, and favoring distances between 40
and 80 Å. Strikingly, the distance between a given (B)Chl and
RC pigment is mostly within 40 Å. According to Eq. (3), a 40 Å
distance and a 80 Å Forster radius translates into an EET rate at
least 64 fold faster than the radiative decay rate and an energy
transfer quantum yield of 98.5% or more.
The highly redundant network of EET pathways from LH to
RC pigments is extremely robust and increases the probability oftrapping excitation energy by the RC. Recent computational
studies of PSI and the core LH ensembles of PSII emphasize
the robustness of their design, even without energy
“funneling” and ideal orientations of pigments. Yang et al.
[65] could not discern a significant energy funnel from the
core LH components of PSI towards the RC and revealed
only minor variations in trapping time and transfer rates upon
random changes of site energies and relative pigment
orientations. Similarly, Sener et al. [64], using a different
computational approach, have shown only marginal fluctua-
tions in EET quantum yield upon changing the relative dipole
orientations, site energies and even pruning individual Chls
from the LH ensemble. Vasil'ev and Bruce have demonstrated
similar trends in PSII [63].
While computations show the effect of random changes in a
single random (B)Chl has little effect on overall quantum yield,
the computed yields of the native energetic configurations and
dipole orientations of PSI and PSII pigments do approach
100%, well above the 90% or 96% expected for completely
random orientation of all transition dipoles or random site
energies [63]. This suggests a role for natural selection in
increasing LH efficiency. Furthermore, some Chls that appear to
Fig. 4. Distribution of (B)Chl distances within LHpigments (left) and between LH andRCpigments (right) in purple bacterial LH1–RC complex (PDB: 1PYH) (A), plant
photosystem II (PDB: 1S5L) (B), cyanobacterial photosystem I (PDB: 1JB0) (C), and plant PSI–LHCI complex (PDB: 1QZV) (D). Each row of pixels in the images
represents a histogramof distances of one (B)Chl to the rest of the (B)Chls in the complexwhere the occurrence frequency of any distance is color scaled fromyellow to red
to black (uncolored pixels represent no counts). 
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have more significant effects on quantum yield than others [63].
Although natural selection under limiting light conditions mayhave improved light-harvesting efficiency by a few percents,
such orientation control is likely to be of marginal significance
for engineering non-biological photosystems.
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enhances the chances of energy trapping by the RC, it also
increases the chances of energy dissipation in the presence of
other quenching centers. These may be used for protection
against excessive light exposure but must be strictly controlled
in order to avoid dissipative traps that will totally quench
photoexcitation energy. Carotenoids, while complementing the
absorption cross-section of visible light of most PSUs, are
another important class of quenchers and protective molecules
because of their extremely fast non-radiative decay rates and
therefore very short excited state lifetimes. Achieving a strong
coupling for effective energy transfer between carotenoids and
(B)Chl before energy dissipation requires specific geometries.
Yet, even when carotenoids are positioned at van der Waals
contact and are strongly coupled to acceptor (B)Chls, energy
transfer rates are at best on the same time scale of excited state
relaxation with yields of 30–70% [75]. However, by manipu-
lating and exploiting the optically forbidden but longer lived
(picoseconds) S1 excited state of the carotenoids, the LH
complexes of PCP improve the carotenoid to Chl EET yield to
almost 100% [76].
Cation and anion radicals are also very efficient quenchers of
excitation energy [77]. The proximity of LH and RC pigments
required for efficient EET increases the risk of forming such
radicals by short-circuiting the energy and electron transfer
units. These short-circuits due to ET between LH pigments andFig. 5. Productive (black), unproductive (cyan), and destructive (red) ET reactions in a
primary acceptor (B), and an external (replaceable) donor (E) and acceptor (A). A pro
from C (not shown), followed by ET reactions P1–P3 to yield oxidized E and reduced
and A (R0). Charge recombination reactions U1–U3 lead to a futile photocycle but k
damage by reducing or oxidizing the antenna. (For interpretation of the references to credox intermediates of the electron transfer chain might
deactivate the LH unit because the RC electron transfer chains
are designed to effectively carry away counter-charges thereby
generating long-lived radicals. Deactivation may be only
temporary if charge recombination takes place, yet in many
cases, radicals may further react with other LH pigments,
nearby protein residues, lipids, or water molecules thereby
causing degradation of the LH unit. As shown in Fig. 5, the
chances of permanent damage depend on relative ET rates
between LH and RC pigments (e.g., reactions D1–D3), the rates
of productive ET (P1–P3) and charge recombination (U1–U3).
While at short LH-RC distances, charge recombination
reactions (U2, U3) are fast enough to prevent permanent
damage by destructive antenna reduction (D1, D4) or oxidation
(D2, D5), as the electron is transferred to secondary acceptors
(P2) and the highly oxidizing form of the primary donor is
stabilized, antenna oxidation may immediately result in a
neutral RC and a radical trap within the LH unit. Thus, the
extent of permanent damage to the PSU depends primarily on
the ratio of ET rate between LH pigments and the primary donor
(D3) to the reoxidation rate of the latter (P3). Indeed, simple
length and energy scales considerations demonstrate how
natural PSUs evolved to minimize the ratio KD3/KP3 without
compromising efficiency.
Table 2 lists the midpoint potentials, Em, of primary donors
in purple bacterial, PSI, and PSII RCs, their cation radicalgeneric photosystem comprised of an antenna (C), a photoexcitable donor (D), a
ductive cycle is initiated by Photoexcitation (E0) of D either directly or via EET
A. The system is ready for the next photocycle after these are replaced by new E
eep the system functional. In contrast, ET reactions D1–D5 result in permanent
olour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 2
LH–RC minimal coupling distances
RC LHC
Em [V] τmax Amax Em [V] ΔG° [eV] rmin [Å]
LH1–RC [80,81] P865+· 0.50 25 μs 9% 0.57 +0.07 24
PSI [82] P700+· 0.39 12 μs 100% 0.85a +0.45 0
PSII [83,84] P680+· 1.12 12 μs 18% 0.85a −0.27 18
a Based on redox potentials of Chl a in organic solvents [85].
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reduction involves more than one phase, we consider the
slowest and take into account its amplitude, Amax) and estimated
Em values of the respective LH components. Table 2 shows
clearly that LH oxidation is not an issue in PSI because
oxidation by P700+ is energetically unfavorable. In contrast, LH
oxidation certainly needs to be considered in PSII where LHC
oxidation by P680+ is favorable (ΔG°=−0.27 eV). In purple
bacterial PSUs, LH1 oxidation is about 0.07 eV uphill yet it
cannot be disregarded because electron transfer within the
closely packed LH1 pigments is rapid and, considering site
energy inhomogeneity, it is possible to trap the BChl cation
radical in a lower potential site [78, 79]. Using Eqs. (2) and (3)
with typical reorganization energy (λ) of 0.7 eV, and a typical
fluorescence relaxation time (τ) of 3 ns we calculate a minimal
distance, rmin, from each of the RCs that guarantees that the
ratio of unproductive to productive rates, KD3/KP3=KD3
τmaxb1%.
Fig. 6 compares the (B)Chl organization in purple bacterial
LH1–RC complex, PSI, and PSII. The pigment distances from
the middle of P865, P700, and P680 are plotted in Fig. 6B, withFig. 6. (A) Comparison of Chl/BChl arrangements in LH1–RC complex (orange), PS
of their Chls/BChls, aligned at the RC primary donor. RC pigments are shown in stic
respectively. Images were created with VMD [86]. (B) A polar plot representing dist
LHC and RC components are marked by full and open symbols, respectively. The pig
ellipses, respectively, whereas the calculated “cordon sanitaire” for PSII and bacterithe bacterial, PSI and PSII RC pigments enclosed by the orange,
blue, and red ellipses, respectively. Adding the rmin values in
Table 2 to the axes of these ellipses defines the predicted
“cordon sanitaire” [51] represented by the shaded areas. This
pigment-free zone around the RC pigments ensures that LH
pigments oxidation should occur only in 1% or less of the
photocycles. Evidently, the pigment arrangement in all PSUs
corresponds well with the values of rmin. As expected, PSI
antenna pigments are packed closest to the RC, some within 10
Å (edge to edge), whereas in PSII and the LH1–RC complex
there are no antenna pigments within 20 and 35 Å (edge to edge)
from the RC, respectively. Although the increased distance
significantly slows the energy transfer rate from ∼1 ps in PSI to
∼100 ps and ∼30 ps in PSII and purple bacterial PSU,
respectively, it is conveniently fast enough for a near unity EET
yield.
3.3. Charge separation
The fundamental time constraints required for electronic
charge separation are more complex than for EET. ElectronI (blue) and PSII (red). Antenna systems are represented by the central Mg atoms
k representation. Bacterial, PSI and PSII RCs are colored cyan, green, and pink,
ance and radial distributions from the middle of the central pair of RC (B)Chls.
ments of PSI, PSII, and bacterial RCs are encircled by the blue, red, and orange
al LH1–RC are represented by the red and orange areas, respectively.
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(2)) and therefore, in contrast to EET, ET across a 35 Å
transmembranal barrier is prohibitively slow and can be
discounted. Furthermore, light-driven charge separation is
initiated by an ET step from an excited state and must occur
before relaxation to the ground state takes place, typically
within a few nanoseconds. The charge-separated state must then
be maintained up to several microseconds in order to facilitate
ET to diffusive electron carriers. Nature adapts to these
constraints by using the simple device of chains of redox
cofactors (Fig. 1) whereby consecutive tunneling over several
short steps replaces the exponentially slower tunneling rates at
long distances with an approximate linear dependence of rate
decrease on distance tunneled [55,56]. Indeed, electron
tunneling simulations show that most of the electron transfer
reactions in the photosystems and the resulting high efficiency
of charge separation on seconds timescale can be understood in
terms of simple tunneling limited electron transfer between
closely spaced redox centers (Figs. 7 and 8).
It is apparent from Fig. 7 that the cofactor organization in the
RCs of known molecular structure is similar despite their very
different redox potentials and energetics (Table 3). It is these
differences in energetics that are responsible for the functional
differences in the RCs. The redox chlorins at the core of all RCs
form an obvious chain with separations of less than 6 Å thatFig. 7. The arrangement of cofactors in the structure of cyanobacterial reaction center
bacterial reaction center (PDB: 1PCR) from Rps. viridis). Bold lines and numbers refe
distances reflect possible electron-tunneling reactions considered in simulations, andensure tunneling times of 10 ps or less. The effect of the
common (B)Chl chain is to permit the photo-induced oxidant
and reductant to reside briefly on any of the (B)Chls, subject
principally to the free energy of that state and the energetic
penalty of any uphill reverse electron transfer (Eq. (2)). This is
clearest in PSII, where it appears that the relatively small energy
gap of about 0.1 eV between the Pheophytins (Phs) and the Chls
allows any electron on the electron transfer-“inactive” D2 side
Ph (PhD2) to thermally equilibrate with other Chls on a rapid
time scale. Nonetheless, small differences in redox potential
appear to favor the accessory Chl (ChlD1) adjacent to the
“active” Ph (PhD1) as the primary donor [87–90]. In the purple
bacterial RC, more obvious differences in redox potential make
the central BChl pair act as the primary donor and to be the
preferred site for the resulting cation radical ‘hole’.
The fate of P680·+, the highly oxidizing hole in PSII, will be
governed by the redox differences between the four chlor-
ophylls, all of which have high redox potentials in the region of
1.2 V [88,91,92]. Since the tyrosine donors TyrZ and TyrD are
oxidized at about the same rate [93] and are more or less
equidistant from the PA and PB Chls, respectively (see Fig. 3),
then on the first photochemical turnover the hole must be
delocalized more or less equally between the two Chls PA and
PB even at low temperatures. This symmetry in electron
donation is broken by the fact that the Mn cluster whichs PSI (PDB: 1JB0) and PSII (PDB: 1FE1) from Syn. elongatus, and purple sulfur
r to edge-to-edge distances in likely productive electron transfer reactions. Other
that may be revealed under certain experimental conditions.
Fig. 8. Individual redox components rise and fall in their state of reduction in electron tunneling simulations of PSI and PSII. The left panels show simulations of PSII
and PSI (A and B, respectively) using distances of Fig. 7 and redox properties of Table 3 combined with reorganization energies similar to purple bacterial RC: 0.3 eV
between reduced or neutral Chls or Phs (λ1), 0.3 eV between reduced or neutral Chl and quinone (λ2) [122], 0.6 eV between quinone and Chl cations (λ3), 0.85 between
quinones and FeS (λ4), 1 eV between FeS and Chl cation (λ5), and 1.1 eV between FeS centers (λ6) [97]. A system of differential equation connects all redox centers
with tunneling rates calculated using equation 2. The right panels show the robustness of charge separation in PSI when changing λ2 from an optimal value of 0.3 eV to
1.2 eV (C), but sensitivity to positive drift in the Em of Q (D).
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side. The consequences of this is that the PA Chl becomes the
active P680·+ species, presumably because the long lived
inactive TyrD radical cation generated during the first or second
photochemical turnover increases the redox potential of PBTable 3
Estimated redox midpoint potentials in photosystems
Rps. viridis RC PSI
Cofactor a Em Cofactor
a Em
BChl2 0.50 [101] P700 0.45 [102]
BChl2
* −0.79 P700* −1.17 [103]
BChlA −0.71 3P700 −0.82[104]
BChlB −0.85 Chl1A −1.29 [97]
BPhA −0.63 [105] Chl1B −1.29 [97]
BPhB −0.63 Chl2A −1.05 [106]
QA −0.15 [107] Chl2B −1.05 [106]
QB 0.04 [108] QA −0.70 [97]
Heme 1 0.38 [111] QB −0.74[112]
Heme 2 0.02 [111] FX −0.67 [114]
Heme 3 0.32 [111] FA −0.54 [97]
Heme 4 −0.06 [111] FB −0.56 [97]
a See Fig. 7.relative to PA. Direct evidence that PA does indeed generate the
P680·+ species has come from recent mutational studies [88].
The electron transfer from TyrZ to PA may, in part be coupled to
proton release from the tyrosine which could then facilitate an
electron/proton abstraction from the substrate water moleculesPSII
Cofactora Em
ChlD1 1.26 [91]
ChlD1
* −0.57 [91]
PD1 1.20 [88]
PD2 1.24 [88]
ChlD2 1.26 [92]
PhD1 −0.39 [91]
PhD2 −0.39 [92]
QA (w/o OEC) −0.03 (0.065) [109, 110]
QB 0.04 [113]
TyrZ (w/o OEC) 1.075 (∼0.95) [91]
TyrD 0.75 [115]
OEC-Mn S1/S2 1.02 [91]
3(P+Ph−) −0.42 [91]
carotenoid ∼1.06 in micelles (∼0.927 calc) [116]
b559 (w/o OEC) 0.35 (0–0.08) [117, 118]
ChlZD2 0.916 [119]
ChlZD1 0.920 [119]
c550 −0.08 [120]
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making/breaking proton transfer at the tyrosines and the Mn
cluster that makes it likely that these electron transfer reactions
are not strictly tunneling limited.
The structural symmetry of the (B)Chls in the RC means that
there are two branches of the (B)Chl chain that form the start of
the cofactor chain extending across the membrane. In the case
of PSI and even more so in the RC of green sulfur bacteria [95],
there may also be a near functional symmetry of electron
transfer across these chains to the symmetrically placed quinone
acceptors and then to the centrally located iron–sulfur center, Fx
[17,89,96,97]. However, in the case of RCs of purple bacteria
and PSII the situation is quite different. Only one of the
quinones (QA) appears to be designed as the functional acceptor
from the A branch BChls/bacteriopheophytins (BPhs) in purple
bacterial RC or Chl/ Ph in PSII. How is the high quantum
efficiency of charge separation maintained by guiding electron
transfer down the appropriate A branch of these RCs? In the
case of the purple bacterial RC, if the energy gap between the
BPhs and the BChls on both branches are about 0.16 eV, then
some electrons could be trapped on the inactive BPhs leading to
energy wasting charge recombination to the BChl dimer ground
state. Indeed, under certain experimental conditions (e.g.,
excess light), the B side BPh can be driven reduced [98]. The
active A side BPh (BPhA) may be favored kinetically, rather
than thermodynamically, by a lower B side BChl (BChlB)
monomer redox potential that makes electron transfer from the
dimer to this side sufficiently uphill; a similar effect can be
accomplished by a larger reorganization energy for this electron
transfer [99, 100].
Although the redox energetic differences between the
photosystems contribute to their functional differences, this
does not mean that the energetic parameters are precisely
“tuned“ and optimized. Rather, the closely spaced organization
of cofactors leads to high engineering tolerance with regard to
energetic parameters. Increasing numbers of electron transfer
chains are being uncovered that include energetically unfavor-Table 4
Engineering guidelines for PSU design
Process Constraint Guidelin
Light
absorption
Incoming photon flux is rate limiting Increase
Use mul
that mat
Expand
This req
EET Excitation energy should be trapped by the RC Intercon
LH pigm
Adjust si
EET Strongly coupled dimers may become
non-radiative, unproductive traps
Avoid pl
Restrict
non-radi
EET ET to/from the RC may create harmful radicals
in the LH unit
Form a “
RC are m
ET Single step electron tunneling across
transmembranal distances is prohibitively slow
Use chai
ET ET from the excited state competes with
relaxation to the ground state
Place ac
a Guidelines in italics improve yield but are not critical.able redox steps and yet promote net rapid ET rates in an overall
favorable downhill process. Endergonic ET through intermedi-
ates hundreds of meV uphill can take place faster than typical
enzymatic turnover times provided the redox centers are closer
than 14 Å. The smaller the distance, the more energetically
unfavorable the electron transfer intermediate can be. The heme
chain in Rps. viridis, which extends from the BChl2 out into the
periplasm some 60–70 Å to a docking site for soluble
cytochrome c2 at the terminus (Fig. 7), is an archetypical
example. The chain is characterized by close, 7–8 Å positioning
of the hemes and intrinsically poised to promote very rapid
tunneling. The reduction potentials describe a dramatic
sequence of several hundred millivolts endergonic and
exergonic tunneling steps that overall, from the cytochrome c2
to the BChl2, is modestly exergonic [111,121].
The RC of PSI is another example whereby simple distance
between the various cofactors contributes to a collective
robustness of function that apparently has not undergone
much fine-tuning of the energetic and packing parameters that
influence electron tunneling rates. This robustness can be
demonstrated by simulating electron tunneling kinetics and
varying energetic parameters in Eq. (2) (Fig. 8). Simulations
beginning with photoexcited state ChlD1
* show that even without
including the stabilizing effect of electron transfer to P700+
from the external donor, plastocyanin, the architecture of PSI
favors a high yield of light induced charge separation over
wasteful charge recombination. As an example of tolerance, the
reorganization energy of the Chl to quinone electron transfer
can range from optimal values near 0.3 eV to a value as large as
1.2 eV before charge recombination through the formation of
triplet state 3P700 begins to be a problem (Fig. 8C).
Robustness is also seen in substitutions [122] with other
quinonoid molecules of the native QA or QB phylloquinones
that drop the redox midpoint from the native −0.74 to −0.70 V
to as low as −1 V before the electron begins to be shared
significantly between the quinones and the Chls. There is a
limit, however, on how far the redox potential of QA/QB can bee a
absorption cross section by using dense arrays of pigments
tiple chromophores with complementary absorption spectra
ch the spectral distribution of incoming photons
the useful spectral range by utilizing lower energy photons.
uires lowering the driving force of the charge separation reaction.
nect several cofactors to allow multiple EET pathways within
ents and between LH and RC.
te energies of cofactors to form an energy funnel from the periphery to the RC
acing pigments within less than 10 Å from each other
relative orientations of pigments such that EET is preferred over
ative decay
cordon sanitaire” around the RC beyond which ET rates to/from
arginal compared to EET rates
n of redox cofactors spaced within 14 Å (edge to edge) from each other
ceptor within 5 Å from the photoexcited donor
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remain on QA or QB long enough for wasteful direct charge
recombination to the ground state to become a problem (Fig.
8D). With a relatively broad tolerance of Em ranges of the
quinones QA and QB, it may be fair to say that the observed
asymmetry in the electron transfer kinetics of the two branches
does not reflect an advantageous design feature of PSI, but
merely a tolerable evolutionary drift that has little effect on
performance. Perhaps more surprising is the low redox potential
value of Fx since this forces the design of a quinone binding site
to keep the midpoint potential of the quinone at an unusually
low value below about −0.70 V. Certainly, the system could
tolerate a rise of 0.1 V in the Fx midpoint potential and still keep
the electrons on Fa and Fb, ready for subsequent reduction of
ferredoxin. The present redox properties of Fx may represent the
adoption of a “good enough” electron transfer system, in which
the position of the Fx on the symmetry axis of PSI with good
proximity to QA, QB and Fa secures the single most important
parameter in determining the electron tunneling rates.
4. Applying natural photosystem engineering guidelines for
custom-building molecular photovoltaic devices
We conclude by briefly contemplating construction of
custom-built PSUs according to the engineering guidelines
that emerge from our examination of the natural systems. These
are summarized in Table 4 and reveal that the physical and
chemical principles of light absorption, EET, and ET processes
dictate the use of multiple cofactors in densely packed LH
arrays and in closely spaced redox chains for increased
absorption cross section and ET range, respectively. The
fundamental time, energy and length scales of these processes
allow for a high degree of flexibility in PSU design and
engineering, yet, the key for successful application is
controlling intercofactor distances with sub-nanometer accura-
cy. In an electron transfer chain, for example, increasing the
distance between two cofactors in an average protein medium
by 0.5 nm will elicit a 1000 fold decrease in electron transfer
rate, and placing two Chls within the same distance in a LH
array might introduce a non-radiative trap that will compete
with productive EET to the RC. Gaining such precise control
over molecular assemblies of nanoscale dimensions is a great
challenge and the focus of intensive research by many scientific
disciplines [123–129].
Using de novo designed proteins for constructing efficient
molecular photoconversion devices is an appealing and
promising method with many unique possibilities including
inexpensive production through expression in bacterial systems,
high yield and high purity as well as considerable versatility and
adaptability to various construction requirements and external
conditions. However, designing proteins that can bind and
organize cofactors up to 20% of their total weight is still too
complicated problem to be addressed by protein de novo design.
This is mainly because of the multiple possibilities and many
degrees of freedom involved in cofactor–protein interactions
[127,130] and practical issues regarding cofactor self-aggrega-
tion. Furthermore, because we expect membranes or, alterna-tively, air–water interfaces, solid surfaces or nanoporous
materials, to provide templates for organizing the protein-
based devices and to provide the dielectric barriers to support
the desired macroscopic function, new designs adjusted for self-
assembly in these environments are being developed.
Unfortunately, our understanding of the principles that
underlie structure and folding of this type of proteins lag
significantly behind our understanding of water-soluble pro-
teins [125,126]. Nevertheless, progress is being made; modular
amphiphilic designs of four-helix bundles comprised of a water-
soluble protein domain continuous with a lipophilic membrane
associated domain have been successfully assembled [131–
136] along with specific ligation to hemes and BChl derivatives
in the lipophyllic and hydrophyllic domains.
Although there is much work to do, with continued progress
in understanding how to balance the interactions that guide
protein folding and assembly within membranal environments
and the packing of organic cofactors within a protein core,
design and engineering of efficient PSUs based on de novo
designed proteins should be feasible.
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